
 "SHOE DESIGN
WITH RHINOCEROS"
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PLACE
Museo del Calzado. Elda

DATES
March 15th to April 27th

Fridays from 4pm to 9 pm
Saturdays from 9am to 2pm



The course "SHOE DESIGN WITH RHINOCEROS" is created to train 
designers and footwear technicians with the aim of expressing their 

ideas and presenting their shoe and accesories designs in 3D. 
# 65 Hours.

WHO IS DIRECTED TO?
This course is designed for profiles that want to learn and improve new 

techniques in 3D shoe design, and thus move forward with new 
technologies that are already implemented in companies of this area.

OBJECTIVES
Learn to use the software's commands with dexterity starting from a 
digital last and developing virtual models with great detail for their 

presentation of virtual samples.
Control your tools and adapt them to create different types of models 

for women's, men's and children's footwear.
Manage Rhinoceros professionally.
Develop a complete model in 3D.

Treat and modify files for later 3D printing.
Work and know different types of files and imports.
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CONTENT:

Introduction to 3D solid modeling

Boolean operations with 3D solids

Surfaces creation

Surfaces Editing

Tools u.d.t (universal deformation technology)

3D objects objects and matrices

Curve extraction built from objects

Starting to design on the last
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Manuel Gómez Esteve
 3D DESIGNER (RHINOCEROS)

Teacher and support technician.

I am an expert in 3D shoe design, CAD-CAM, pattern design, design and manufacture of 

heels, lasts and accessories for footwear,

Throughout my career I have had the opportunity to train the best professionals in the 

footwear sector and I have worked for the best national and international brands such 

as Carolina Herrera, Barbara Bui, L.K. Bennett, Kenneth Cole, Rock & Republic, Hispani-

tas, Wonders, Miguel Palacios, Magrit, Pura Lopez, Pertini, Camper, Sacha London, Unisa 

Europe, DeChics and Andanines.

I started my professional career as a shoe designer and later I had the opportunity to 

continue advancing in other sectors such as the design and pattern of footwear using 

the most cutting-edge technology of the moment and continuing to update myself in 

each of them. With the desire to expand my knowledge and dedicate myself to teach-

ing, I obtained the Teacher Certificate of Vocational Training for Employment and the 

Teaching Tutor.

In 2017 I started my career as a teacher at the IES Sixto Marco de Elche, teaching the 

SUPERIOR CYCLE OF FOOTWEAR DESIGN AND PRODUCTION AND COMPLEMENTS 

and I won two prizes in the TALENT SHOE 2018 European Design Competition of 

#inmyshoesproject.

Author of the book "Footwear Design with Rhinoceros"

I consider myself a professional defender of the slogan: "Effort and perseverance: keys to 

success".
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